Empathy, as defined in behavioral sciences, expresses the ability of human beings to recognize, understand and react to emotions, attitudes and beliefs of others. The lack of an operational definition of empathy makes it difficult to measure it. In this paper, we address two related problems in automatic affective behavior analysis: the design of the annotation protocol and the automatic recognition of empathy from spoken conversations. We propose and evaluate an annotation scheme for empathy inspired by the modal model of emotions.
Introduction
We are interested in the problem of learning computational models of emotional states manifested in human conversation. While early works on affective computing mostly focused on the recognition of basic emotions ( [1] ), in this work we investigate empathy. In this paper, we refer to the psychological definition of empathy by Hoffman, who defines it as "an emotional state triggered by another's emotional state or situation, in which one feels what the other feels or would normally be expected to feel in his situation" ( [2] ). In particular, we focus on identifying the manifestations of empathy emerging in spoken real-life conversations.
The word empathy was coined by Titchener in 1909 [3] as a translation of the German term Einfühlung. Since then this concept has been widely used to refer to a range of pro-social emotional behaviors, from sympathy to compassion, and including accurate understanding of the other person's feelings.
Recently, the hypothesis that one's empathy is triggered by understanding and sharing others' emotional states has found neuroscientific underpinnings in the discovery of the mirror-neurons system. This is hypothesized to embody the automatic and unconscious routines of emotional and empathic behaviors in interpersonal relations. These include action understanding, attribution of intentions (mind-reading), and recognition of emotions and sensations [4] . In everyday life, empathy supports important aspects of inter-personal communication to an extent where some psychic diseases that affect the relationship with other persons, such as autism and Asperger syndrome, are explained in terms of impairment of empathic ability [5] .
In order to develop a computational model of empathy we need to design an experiment where the unfolding of emotions occurring in an empathic process can be observed. To this end we adopt the modal model of emotions by Gross [6] as a promising framework for defining an operational concept of empathy. We use this framework for developing the annotation guidelines for the annotation of empathy in a real-life spoken conversation corpus. Our research work is orga-nized into three phases: data observation and analysis, corpus annotation, and automatic classification. The guidelines for the annotation of the spoken corpus recommend a continuous selection of the emotion perception on the speech channel, and the assignment of discrete labels.
The main contributions of this paper are 1) the design and evaluation of an annotation model of empathy manifestations, 2) the training of an automatic classification system for empathy based on acoustic, lexical and psycholinguistic features, and 3) the evaluation of the classification system on a corpus of humanhuman spoken conversations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first published research work on perceiving, annotating and automatically recognizing empathy manifestations from human-human spoken conversations occurring in in-vivo situations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a review of relevant research on empathy. We then briefly discuss the modal model of emotions and its relevance to our work in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe the proposed annotation scheme for the annotators. In Section 5 we discuss the details of the corpus analysis. We provide the computational architecture of the segmentation and classification system including feature extraction and fusion along with results and discussions in Section 6. We then provide the results and discussion of our work in Section 6.8.
Background Research
Psychology and Neuroscience Research Over the past decades there have been significant efforts in investigating empathy in the fields of psychology and neuroscience [7] [8] . The complexity of the neural and psychological phenomena to be accounted for is huge and, in part, that complexity explains the existence of several psychological definitions of empathy. For example, the work in [9] accounts for different empathic phenomena occurring in the literature on empathy, and [10] examines eight distinct phenomena commonly labeled as empathy including emotional contagion, sympathy, projection, and affective inferential processes. Decety and Lamm [11] observe that some of the different definitions of empathy may share the underlying concept of "[...] an emotional experience that is more congruent with another's situation than with one's own". Those authors also state that empathic emotional experiences imply self-other differentiation, as opposed to emotional contagion. Actually if we abstract from the differences in the theoretical perspectives, we may find some common features. Most of the definitions describe empathy as a type of emotional experience and/or emotional state. Moreover, the different definitions can be divided into two main classes. One encompasses the cognitive aspects of empathic behavior, such as one's ability to accurately understand the feelings of another person. The other class entails sharing or the subject's internal mimic of such feelings such as sympathy, emotional contagion, and compassion. The work in [12] takes a different perspective on empathy manifestations by focusing on the role of motivations for explaining a particular feature of the empathic experience. i.e. its oscillation between automaticity and dependency from the situational context.
Computational Models Computational models of emotional states are needed to design machines that can understand and interact affectively with humans. Different signal components have been considered for analyzing the manifestation of emotional experience in speech. Both verbal and non-verbal levels of spoken communication [13] have been considered since both are suggested to embody the expressive potential of language. Major focus has been devoted to the paralinguistic features of emotional speech, on the basis of the experimental evidence that emotional information is mostly conveyed by those levels (see [14] for a state-of-the-art review). In the field of spoken language processing there are several collections of emotional annotated corpora. The authors in [15] report a significant disparity among those corpora in terms of complexity of the annotated emotions, explicitness of the emotion definitions, and identification of the annotation units. Most emotional corpora have been designed to perform specific tasks such as emotion recognition or emotional speech synthesis [16, 17] . The associated annotation schemes often depend on the specific tasks as well. The HUMAINE project [18] and the emotion multilingual collection in [19] base their annotation schemes on sets of discrete emotional lexical items or basic emotions.
Providing explicative models for annotating the emotional process itself in naturally occurring conversations is still an open challenge. Efforts in this direction are currently being made in the affective computing research, where awareness about the need for continuous annotation is increasing. The models that foster this approach, such as those discussed in [20] and [21] , require annotators to continuously assign values to emotional dimensions and sets of emotional descriptors. Metallinou and Narayanan [22] emphasize that continuous annotation has several benefits, as well as some open challenges. One interesting finding is that continuous annotation may show regions which are characterized by perceived transitions of the emotional state. In [22] , authors report a high number of factors that may affect inter-annotator agreement, such as person-specific annotation delays and confidence in understanding emotional attributes. There are very few studies in terms of empathy classification and most of them are carried out within controlled scenarios. Kumano et al. [23] studied four-party meeting conversations to estimate and classify empathy, antipathy and unconcerned emotional interactions utilizing facial expression, gaze and speech-silence features. In [24] and [25] , Xiao et al. analyzed therapists' conversation to automatically classify empathic and non-empathic utterances using linguistic and acoustic information.
The Modal Model of Emotions
Many psychologists have studied emotional episodes from the point of view of appraisal dimensions. Gross [6] has provided evidence that concepts such as emergence -derivation from the expectations of relationships -and unfolding -sequences that persist over time -may help in explaining emotional events. It has been shown that temporal unfolding of emotions can be conceptualized and experimentally tested [26] . The modal model of emotions developed
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Appraisal Response by Gross [6, 27] emphasizes the attentional and appraisal acts underlying the emotion-arousing process. In Figure 1 
Annotation of Real-Life Spoken Conversations
The annotation unit is the stimulus presented to the observer (annotator) to perform a selection task over a decision space such as the set of emotional state tags. In general the annotator may be presented with images or speech segments (stimuli), and a set of emotional labels. The stimulus is defined in terms of the medium the emotion is being transmitted through and its content and context.
The medium may be speech [29] , image [30] or multimodal [31] . The content refers to the information encoded in the stimulus signal such as facial expression of anger or a speech utterance. The context of the stimulus is represented by the spatial or temporal signals neighboring the stimulus. Knowledge of the context may be crucial in interpreting the cause of emotion manifestations. For a speech stimulus in a conversation the context is represented by the preceding dialog turns [29] . The above description of the annotation unit does not assume a univocal relationship between the occurrence of an emotion and its corresponding expression. Last but not least there might be a non-deterministic relation between the emotion-expression and motive-communication ( [32] ).
Most research in affective computing has been limited to stimuli that are designed in advance and are artificially generated. Respective examples of such stimuli are sentences to be read and actors enacting affective scenes [33] . Another limitation of previous annotation tasks is that stimuli are context-free and speech utterances or images are annotated in isolation.
The limitations of determining the temporal boundaries of the annotation units have motivated researchers to investigate the process of continuous annotation [22, 20] . Yet, state-of-the-art complete continuous affective scene annotation techniques are highly demanding for observers and are not very effective in terms of inter-annotator agreement. In our work we address the complex task of defining and searching the annotation unit in real-life spoken conversations. We describe below how the annotation model we propose exploits the conversation context for the perception and annotation of the empathic events.
Qualitative Data Analysis
We have performed qualitative analysis of the spoken conversation corpus to gain insights into the manifestation of emotions and empathic phenomena in affective scenes. The analysis was carried out over a corpus of human-human dyadic Italian call center conversations that will be described in Section 5. We analyzed one hundred conversations (more than 11 hours), and selected dialog turns where the speech signal showed the emergence of the set of basic emotions (e.g. frustration, anger) on the customer channel and empathy on the agent channel.
In Table 1 , we present a dialog excerpt with annotations to illustrate the paralinguistic, lexical and discourse cues. The dialog excerpt is reported in the first column of the table, where C is the customer, and A is the agent. The situation is the following: C is calling because a payment is actually overdue:
he is ashamed for not being able to pay immediately and his speech has plenty of hesitations. This causes an empathic response by A: that emerges from the intonation profile of A's reply and from her lexical choices. In the second question of A's turn, she uses the hortatory first person plural instead of the singular one. Also, the rhetorical structure of A's turn, i.e., the use of questions instead of assertions, conveys her empathic attitude. The annotator perceived The outcome of the qualitative analysis has supported the view that emotionally relevant conversational segments are often characterized by significant transitions in the paralinguistic patterns or the occurrence of lexical cues. As expected, such variations may co-occur not only with emotionally-connoted words but also with functional parts of speech (POS) such as Adverbs and Interjections. Phrases and Verbs, as shown in Table 1 , could also lexically support the expression of emotional states.
The Operational Definition of Empathy
Following the modal model of emotions and the annotation model discussed above, we first describe the context of the situation, the attention, the appraisal and the response components of the empathic process.
The context of the situation: In call center conversations, customers may call to ask for information or for help to resolve technical or accounting issues.
Agents are supposed to be cooperative and empathic and they are trained for the task. However, variabilities in the agents' or customers' personalities, behaviors and random events lead to statistical variations in the emotional unfolding. The operational definition of empathy that may be applied to this context requires the annotators to be informed of the social context and task. They are trained to focus over sub-dialogues where the agent anticipates or proposes solutions and clarifications (attention), based on the understanding of the customer's problem (appraisal). As a consequence, the acts of the agent may prevent or releave customer's unpleasant feelings (response). Therefore, we operationally define empathy as a situation where an agent anticipates or views solutions and clarifications, based on the understanding of a customer's problem or issue, that can relieve or prevent the customer's unpleasant feelings.
The selection of the stimuli includes a continuous search of the speech segments preceding and following the perception of the outset of the empathy manifestation. The task of the annotator is to identify the context (left of the outset) and the target (right of the outset) empathy segment. The context is defined to be neutral with respect to the target empathic segment. This does not mean that emotions rather than empathy cannot be manifested by the speaker in the speech segment that the annotator identifies as context, but that the possibly occurring emotions are not recognized as empathy by the annotator. The reference to a neutral, i.e. non-empathic, segment supports the annotators in their perception process while identifying the outset of the empathic segment. This annotation protocol has been applied to annotate sequences of basic emotions occurring in affective scenes ( [34] ).
Instructions were given to the annotators to achieve the most confident deci- 
The Annotation Procedure
The typical approach of annotation selects a set of conversation and annotate each segments in the conversation. In this work, we focused on first instance of neutral-empathy segment pairs within each conversation. The rationale behind this was to maximize the number of annotated conversations with many speakers given limited resources. Annotators manually refined the boundaries of the segments generated by an off-the-shelf Speech/Non-Speech segmenter.
The annotators tagged the Empathy segments on the agent channel and the basic emotions (Frustation and Anger) on the customer channel. The reason of choosing these basic emotions was due to the limited resources for annotation.
Another reason was that we observed these are the most frequently occuring cases in such conversations. Annotators were instructed to select the candidate segment pairs with a decision refinement process. Once the relevant speech region was identified, the annotators could listen to the speech as many times as they needed to judge if the selected segment(s) could be tagged with any of the target labels. The average per-conversation annotation time was 18 minutes for an average duration of a conversation of 6 minutes. For the annotation task, the annotators used the EXMARaLDA Partitur Editor [35] . The corpus has been annotated with four labels: Empathy, Anger, Frustration, Neutral to describe the complete affective scene of the context (more in Section 5).
Evaluation of the Annotation Model
To assess the reliability of the annotation model, we designed the following evaluation task. Two annotators, with psychology background, worked independently over a set of 64 spoken conversations randomly selected from the call center corpus. The annotators were of similar age, same ethnicity and opposite gender. We intended to assess if the annotators could perceive a change in the emotional state at the same onset position (Neutral leading into Empathy), as well as their agreement with the assignment of the empathy label.
The inter-annotator agreement for the annotated segments between the two annotators is 53.1%, where the agreement on the same onset position is 31.2%.
To measure the reliability of the annotations we calculated inter-annotator agreement by using the kappa statistics [36] . Kappa statistics is frequently used to assess the degree of agreement among any number of annotators by excluding the probability that they agree by chance. The kappa coefficient ranges between 0 (agreement is due to chance) and 1 (perfect agreement). Values above 0.6 suggest acceptable agreement. Our annotation task was challenging because it combined categorical annotation with continuous perception of the slowly varying emotion expression from speech-only stimuli. Thus we evaluated the agreement between annotators based on a partial match: two annotators agreed on the selection of the onset time stamps within a tolerance window of 5 sec.
We found reliable results with kappa value for empathy 0.74.
Most categorical emotion annotation research in speech deals with lower
human agreement (greater than 0.50) maybe due to a variety of factors, including short audio clips or utterance ( [37, 29] ), multi-label annotation tasks, and annotator agreement when the annotation task is based on continuous and discrete label annotations [22] . In our case the positive evaluation results may be motivated by the operationalized definition of empathy, by the observability of the complete paralinguistic and linguistic contexts, and finally by the binary annotation task.
Corpus Analysis
The corpus includes 1894 randomly selected customer-agent conversations, which were collected over the course of six-months, amounting to 210 hours of speech data. These conversations were recorded on two separate channels of 16 bits per sample and 8kHz sampling rate. The average length of the conversations was 406 seconds.
We analyzed the distribution of emotion state label sequences describing the affective scene in the conversations. We observed that empathy was perceived by Moreover, for 12.99% (see in Table 2 ) of the conversations out of whole set, customers had manifested anger or frustration or both while no empathy had been perceived on the agent side. From our analysis we can then characterize the stereotypical situations that occur in the affective scene with the two following scenarios:
• Customer shows anger and/or frustration and the agent does not react to the speech and language cues of the customer. This is the case in which agent was expected to be empathic, but failed to recognize or react to customer's signals.
• Agent is empathic in response to or in anticipation of the customer's anger, frustration or both. The low-level features were extracted from both left and right segment with 100 overlapping frames per second, pre-emphasis with k=0.97, and hammingwindowing, using openSMILE [39] . For voice quality features we used gaussian windowing function. Then, we computed averages for each segment of the corresponding conversation. In order to evaluate the relevance of each feature we applied a statistical significance test, the two-tailed two-sample t-test at p-value = 0.01. We analyzed 45 low-level acoustic features from five categories: pitch (4), loudness (1), zero-crossings (1), spectral (13) , and auditory-spectrum bands (26) . In 
where m1 and m2 are the means of two samples, and σ 1 and σ 2 are the standard deviations of the two samples.
From our analysis we observe that the pitch patterns are higher in nonempathic segments. The spectral features such as centroid and flux are more stable and smooth when the agent is empathic compared to abrupt changes in non-empatic segments. Spectral patterns captures the perceptual impression of sharpness of sounds. The vocal pattern of loudness is higher in non-empathic situations while it is low when the agent is empathic. We also observed that the auditory-spectrum bands of non-empathic segments were comparatively higher.
Our analysis on the relevance of pitch and loudness for empathy signal realization is consistent with the findings of [40] and [25] . There are no significant differences in the relevance of features in Table 3 for male and female speakers.
Lexical Feature Analysis
Several categories of personnel who interact with customers or patients, including call center agents and physicians, are trained to improve their communication skills and develop empathy in their interactions through careful choice of words [42, 43] . For example, they are recommended to use phrases such as "I understand" when they are listening to the customer who is explaining their problem, or to use "I would". For example, after hearing a customer's story, Table 3 : Statistical significance (two-tailed two-sample t-test) of acoustic features is reported for each category ( rows ). In the second and third column we report largest p-value and the range of effect size (Cohen's d) for female and male speakers, respectively. The value of d, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 denotes small, medium and large effect sizes, respectively [41] . The t-value provides the t-statistic of the t-test. The greater, i.e., either positive or negative, the value of the t-statistic, the greater the evidence against the null hypothesis. The closer to zero the more likely that there is no significant difference.
Feature type Female Male
Pitch (F0, voice-probability, agent may respond by saying "I would be upset as well if I were in a similar situation", before proceeding to propose possible solutions or provide advice.
In our call center corpus, we analyzed the lexical realization occuring in empathic and neutral segments by comparing the different word frequencies and POS distributions of unigrams, bigrams and trigrams respectively. The goal was to extract the most relevant word n-grams from empathic as well as neutral segments.
We tested the statistical significance over the observed differences with a two-tailed two-sample t-test and a p-value of 0.01 with the same number of conversations (n = 302) we used for the analysis of acoustic features.
The comparison between neutral and empathy word trigrams showed that Table 4 .
Regarding the POS distributions, the Adverbs that occur frequently in the empathy distribution, such as assolutamente (absolutely) and perfettamente (perfectly), may have a kind of evocative potential for showing understanding of the other person's point of view, in particular when they are uttered with a tone of voice appropriate to the context.
Automatic Classification of Empathy
In this Section, we describe the training of an automatic classification system for the recognition of empathy from spoken conversations. We report experimental details of the feature extraction, fusion and classification task and discuss the results. 
Classification Task and Data-set
In the automatic classification experiment, our goal was to investigate the segment level operator's empathic manifestations. We have selected a subset of the corpus, that includes a total of 526 conversations annotated with automatic speech transcriptions as well as as Neutral, Empathy segment labels. This subset of the corpus allows us to perform a complete computational model training and evaluation in noisy and clean input signal conditions. We partitioned the data-set into train, development and test with 70%, 15% and 15% partitions and no-speaker overlap amongst them. In order to train and evaluate the system we extracted neutral-empathic segment-pair from these conversations, which has been obtained from manual annotation. Duration-based descriptive statistics of these segment pairs are provided in Table 5 along with averages and standard deviations on the natural distribution of the data. The segment length of neutral is comparatively longer than the empathic segment as we see in the Table, since it spans from the start of the conversation until the onset of the first empathic event. The total net duration of these segment-pairs is ∼35 hours. It is quite usual that in real-world conversations, the distribution of neutral segments is significantly higher than the manifested emotions as can also be seen in [44] .
Classification System
In Figure 3 , we present a computational architecture of the automatic clas- The F-measure of the system was 66.0% on the test set.
Evaluation Decision Fusion
Empathy decision ASR Speech Feature Extraction
Feature Selection and Fusion
Classification Speech vs non-Speech Segmenter Figure 3 : The empathy classification system. The pipeline is used both for training and testing the performance of the task.
Undersampling and Oversampling
The statistics in Table 5 manifest the data imbalance problem for the two classes, Empathy and Neutral. Once the manual segments are processed through the automatic segmenter, the ratio of Empathy/Neutral labelled segments is 6% vs 94%. A common approach to cope with that is via oversampling or undersampling in the data or feature space. We have under-sampled the instance of the majority class (i.e., neutral) at the data level and oversampled the minority class (i.e., empathy) at the feature level. In the literature it is reported that the combination of oversampling and undersampling often leads to better performance [46] . For undersampling, we defined a set of bins with different segment lengths, and then randomly selected K segments from each bin. We used K = 1 for this study. The number of bin and size of K has been optimized empirically on the development set and by investigating the descriptive statistics such as percentiles, mean and standard deviation. The undersampling stage generated a 18% vs 82% ratio of Empathy vs Neutral segments up from the initial 6% vs 94%. For oversampling we used Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [46] and its open-source implementation in weka [47] . In SMOTE, the upsampled examples (i.e., empathy) are generated based on the K nearest neighbors of the minority class. Nearest neighbors have been chosen randomly based on the percentage of target oversampling. More details of this approach can be found in [46] . The oversampling was tuned on the development set and we achieved a further improvement on the imbalance problem. Before oversampling the class distribution was 18% vs 82%, and following oversampling that it became 30% vs 70%. Using this approach classifier learns the variations of segments in different lengths and also reducing the effect of imbalance class distribution.
Feature Extraction
In this section we report the algorithms used in the extraction of the acoustic, linguistic and psycholinguistic features in the empathy recognition task. We discuss differences and similarities of the features used in our experiments to those used in other emotion and personality recognition tasks [48, 49] .
Acoustic Features
Recent studies in emotion and personality recognition showed that the paralinguistic properties of speech are well represented by low-level features [50, 48, 49] . We followed a similar approach and we extracted a very large number of low-level features and their statistical functionals using the openSMILE tool [39] . The low-level acoustic features include the feature set of the computational paralinguistic challenge's (COMPARE-2013) feature set [51] , Geneva minimalistic acoustic feature set [52] and few more formant features. For the sake of the replicability we made the configuration files of the feature set publicly Table 6 . After feature extraction, the size of the resulted feature set is 6861. 
Lexical Features
We extracted lexical features from automatic transcriptions. The automatic transcriptions were generated using a large vocabulary ASR system [53] . We designed HMM-based ASR system using a subset of 1894 conversations containing approximately 100 hours of spoken content and a lexicon of size ∼15K process, we used Kaldi [45] .
The training set of the ASR system overlapped with the task classification test corpus that was used in the classification experiments (Section 6.7).
However, the training error rate of 20.87% was still realistic and useful for the classification task.
We mapped the speech transcriptions into lexical features in the step pre- tf × idf = log(1 + f ij ) × log number of conversations number of conversations that include word i (2) where f ij is the frequency for word i in conversation j. In order to take advantage of the contextual benefits of n-grams, we extracted trigram features.
Because this resulted in an unreasonably large dictionary and we filtered out lower frequency features by preserving 10K most frequent n-grams.
Psycholinguistic Features
Similar to the lexical features we extracted the so-called psycholinguistic features from automatic transcriptions. Over the past few decades, Pennebaker et al. have designed psycholinguistic word categories using high frequency words and developed the Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC) [54] . These word categories are mostly used to study gender, age, personality, and health to estimate the correlation between these attributes and word usage (see [49, 34] and the references therein). The types of LIWC features include the following: 4. Features about personal concern include work and home. 5. Paralinguistic features include accents, fillers and disfluencies.
Punctuation categories include periods and commas.
We used the dictionary that is available within LIWC for Italian [55] . The Italian dictionary contains 85 word categories. LIWC extracted 5 general descriptors and 12 punctuation categories constituting a total of 102 features. The LIWC feature processing differs according to types of features. Some features are counts and others are relative frequencies (see [56] ).
Feature Fusion and Selection
We applied feature selection to each individual feature set ( Figure 3 ). We also merged acoustic and lexical features into a single vector to represent each instance in a high-dimensional feature space. Let A = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a m } and L = {l 1 , l 2 , ..., l n } denote the acoustic and lexical feature vectors respectively. The feature-combined vector was Z = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a m , l 1 , l 2 , ..., l n } with Z ∈ R m+n .
Given the high-dimension of the feature vector and the curse of dimensionality, we applied feature selection on the Z space to achieve an optimal feature dimension of size k, k < (m + n). Another objective of the feature selection process was to find the best compromise between the dimension of the input and the performance of a target classifier.
For feature selection we used the Relief [57] feature selection technique. In [58] , we comparatively evaluated the Relief method against other algorithms and it outperformed them in classification performance and computational cost.
We ranked the feature set according to Relief scores and generated learning curves by incrementally adding batches of ranked features. We then selected the optimal set of features by stopping when performance saturated or started decreasing [58] .
The goal of Relief is to estimate weights to find relevant attributes with the ability to differentiate between instances of different classes under the assumption that nearest instances of the same class have the same feature values and different class have different values. Relief estimates weight of a feature, F , using Equation 3.
where x is a value of F , nearest miss and nearest hit are the nearest instances of the same and a different class, respectively.
Since some feature selection algorithms do not support numeric feature values such as information gain and suffer from data sparseness such as Relief, we discretized feature values into 10 equal-frequency bins [47] as a pre-processing step of feature selection. The equal-frequency binning approach divides data into k = 10 groups, where each group contains approximately equal number of values. Moreover, the feature selection and discretization approach were performed on development set (see Section 6.7) in order to avoid biases in classification experiments. The equal-frequency binning approach and the size of the bin, k = 10, were empirically found optimal in other paralinguistic classification task [58] . Furthermore, we did not apply the selection algorithm to the psycholinguistic features due to the limited size of the feature set. .
where H(s) is the combined classification decision for an input instance s; h j i (s) is the output of the classifier h i for the class label c j ; i = 1...T is the number of classifiers; j = 1...C is the number of classes.
In the experiments we used SMO across different classification systems and evaluated different sets of features such as lexical vs acoustic.
The evaluation procedure requires the alignment of the manual segment and labels with the output of the automatic segmentation and classification system described in the previous section. In Figure 4 , we show a sample alignment of the reference (manual) and automatically generated segments and their labels.
The reference segmentation spans from t = 0 to t = t e and labels the Neutral (N) segment spanning from t = 0 to t = t i and the Empathy (E) segment from t = t i to t = t e . Automatic segments inherit the reference label that falls inside its boundaries (e.g., the segment spanning the interval [0, t 1 ] or [t 3 , t 4 ]). For the evaluation purpose, automatic segments that span across the onset, t = t i , and end, t = t e , (e.g., the segment spanning the interval [t 2 , t 3 ]) are split in two segments with two distinct reference labels. For instance the segment spanning [t 2 , t 3 ] will be evaluated with the segment [t 2 , t i ] (reference label (N)) and the segment [t i , t 3 ] (reference label (E)). The alignment process will generate the correct label statistics for all segments as shown on the last row of Figure 4 .
We have measured the performance of the system using the Un-weighted Average (UA), which has been widely used in the evaluation of paralinguistic tasks [60] . We have extended such measure to account for the segmentation errors as evaluated in similar cases by NIST in diarization tasks [61, 62] . UA is the average recall of positive and negative classes and is computed as U A = 
In Equation 5 , C(f ) is the 2 × 2 confusion matrix of the classifier f , s are the automatic segments in the test set S T , including the segments with boundary t i and t e (see Figure 4 ), length(s) is the duration of s, y is the reference label of s, f (s) is the automatic label for s. The indices i and j represent the reference and automatic class label of the confusion matrix.
Results and Discussion
In Table 8 , we report the performances of the automatic classification system trained on different feature types: lexical (automatic transcriptions), acoustic and psycholinguistic. We report test set results for feature combination-based system as well as and classifier combination. In the latter system we applied majority voting. In order to compute the baseline we have randomly selected the In terms of feature and system combination, we obtained the best results with majority voting. The statistical significance test showed that the results of the majority voting are statistically significant compared to any other system's results with p <= 0.0004, chi-square value 12.2 to 1446.5 and d 0.1 to 1.0.
Compared to the baseline, the best model for automatic classification provides a relative improvement over the baseline of 35.7%. Linear combination of lexical with acoustic features has not improved performance, despite its success in other paralinguistic tasks [49] , linear combination in the feature space has not improved performance even when combined with feature selection.
In order to assess the impact of the automated transcriptions, in a different study, we compared the performance between automatic and manual transcriptions for a automatic classification of emotional state. The results show that performance differences are very low, only 1.2% drop with automated transcriptions [64] . Therefore, we found that the use of automatic transcriptions are reasonable for the experiment given that manual transcriptions are not available in call cases.
Conclusion
Empathy refers to an emotional state triggered by a shared emotional experience. In this paper, we have addressed the problem of observing and annotating empathy manifestations in real-life spoken conversations. The annotation process describes the scene through the Situation-Attention-Appraisal-Response model. We have operationalized the definition of empathy and designed an annotation process of the human-human dialogues in call centers. We have designed and evaluated a system that automatically segments and classifies empathic events from spoken conversations. We have investigated the effectiveness of acoustic, lexical, and psycholinguistic features and their combinations. The performance of our best classification system is very promising and significantly above the baseline. Such annotation model and classifier performances may lead to extensions in other situations and applications in human-machine interaction and automatic behaviour analysis. In future work, we foresee to extend this work with a comparative study of the concurrent signals from agent and operator channels and understand the effect of interlocutor's behaviors on each other.
